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This invention relates to switching and control circuits 
employing magnetic cores and more particularly, to the 
control of signal transmission paths by controlling the 
degree of coupling between said paths. 

In pulse circuits where logical and control operations 
are performed by magnetic cores or other low impedance 
elements, it is frequently desirable to change pulse paths 
which transmit pulses between one or more circuit points. 
Such changes have been made, for example, by employing 
conventional manually operated electrical switches or 
plug wires in a plugboard arrangement. However, man 
ual switches, plug wires and the like, which physically 
interrupt the circuit, introduce contact resistance which 
interferes with the proper operation of associated low im 
pedance circuitry. Further, such switches and plug wires 
involve mechanically moving parts which decrease the 
reliability of the system. 
According to the present invention, the transmission 

of a pulse between two circuit points is controlled by 
one or more magnetic cores each having input, output and 
bias means. The bias means normally biases the core in 
one of two states of saturation. The application of an 
input signal to the input means overcomes the bias and 
drives the core towards the opposite state of saturation 
thereby creating an output signal in the output means. 
Upon the cessation of the input signal, the core returns 
to the biased condition. Associated with each core are 
facilities for selectively applying to or removing from 
the core, a saturating ?eld of su?icient magnitude to pro 
hibit the core from being switched by the application of 
an input MMF. The saturating ?eld may be provided 
by a permanent magnet which is placed in the vicinity 
of the core when it is desired that the core be prohibited 
from switching or alternatively may be removed so that 
the core may be switched in response to an input signal. 
Hence, a signal transmission path is established between 
the input and output means of a core when the saturat 
ing ?eld is not applied thereto, and the pulse transmis 
sion path may be interrupted by applying the saturating 
?eld to the core. 
The invention also provides a matrix of cores arranged 

in columns and rows which control the transmission of 
signals between a plurality of input and output terminals. 
Each of the cores is provided with a bias winding which 
biases the core in a ?rst state of saturation. The input 
windings of each of the cores of a predetermined row 
are connected to an input terminal corresponding to the 
row. The output winding of each of the cores of a pre 
determined column are connected to a corresponding out~ 
put terminal. Mounted adjacent each of the cores of the 
matrix is structure for supporting a permanent magnet 
which provides, as a function of position, a ?eld that 
saturates the core. When the transmission of a pulse be 
tween a predetermined input winding and a predeter 
mined output ‘winding is to be inhibited, a permanent mag 
net is inserted in the support so that the magnet is ad 
jacent the magnetic core. The magnet applies a saturating 
?eld to the core which prohibits the material from being 
switched from one state of saturation to the opposite such 
state. By selectively positioning the permanent magnets 
adjacent to selected cores, the transmission of input pulses 
to predetermined output terminals is controlled. 

Accordingly, the principal object of the invention is 
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to provide a novel switching arrangement wherein the 
transmission of pulses between predetermined circuit 
points is controlled by controlling the degree of magnetic 
coupling between said points. 
Another object is to provide a novel magnetic plug 

board arrangement wherein the transmission of a pulse 
between predetermined points may be selectively inter 
rupted without physically interrupting the circuit by pro 
viding means for applying a saturating ?eld to a magnetic 
core which couples said points. 
An additional object is to provide a novel switching 

matrix having a plurality of input terminals which are 
respectively coupled to one or more output terminals by 
magnetic cores and including provision of permanent 
magnets which may be placed adjacent certain cores in 
order to inhibit the transmission of pulses by means of 
said certain cores. 

It is also an object to provide a novel switching circuit 
comprising a magnetic core having input and output 
means and a biasing means for saturating the core in a 
?rst direction whereby the application of a signal to the 
input means drives the core to the opposite state of satu 
ration to create a signal in said output means and includ 
ing the provision of means for selectively applying a satu 
rating ?eld to the core to thereby inhibit a transmission 
of a pulse between said input and output means. 

Other objects of the invention will be pointed out in 
the following description and claims and illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings, which disclose, by way of 
example, the principle of the invention and the best mode, 
which has been contemplated, of applying that principle. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1A illustrates the novel switching device; 
FIG. 1B illustrates the effective air gap produced in 

the core by a localized saturating ?eld; 
FIG. 2 is a graph of the hysteresis curve of the switch 

ing device; and 
FIG. 3 illustrates a novel switching arrangement em 

ploying the invention. 
Referring to FIG. 1A, the novel switching circuit in 

cludes a magnetic core 10 having an input winding 11, an 
output winding 12 and a bias winding 13. The core may 
be constructed of any magnetic material. The core mate 
rial must be capable of being driven into two opposite 
states of saturation and thus may exhibit a hysteresis 
curve of the type shown in FIG. 2. From the following 
description, it will be evident that material exhibiting a 
hysteresis curve of the type shown in FIG. 2 is satisfactory 
when utilized in the invention and need not necessarily 
be of the square looped or rectangularly shaped hysteresis 
curves normally desirable in memory type core circuits. 
A permanent magnet 16 of FIG. 1A is provided adja 

cent each core and is Supported by a structure 17. The 
supporting structure 17 is provided with a hole 18 which 
permits the insertion or withdrawal of the magnet in 
the hole as indicated by the arrow 19. When the magnet ‘ 
16 is placed in the hole 18 so as to be adjacent to the 
core 10 at point 20, a saturating ?eld represented by 
arrows 21 is created within the core 10. The elfect of the 
saturating ?eld produced by magnet 16 is illustrated in 
FIG. 1B ‘by the effective air gap 22 which serves to de 
crease the coupling between the input and output winding 
on the core. 

While the illustrations of FIGS. 1A and 1B show a 
localized ?eld 21 which saturates only a portion of core 
10, it is to be understood that the same effect is produced 
when a saturating magnetic ?eld is employed which sat— 
urates a greater portion or all of the core material. It is 
immaterial whether the saturating ?eld is applied in a 
direction perpendicular or parallel to the mean path 
of magnetic cores. Thus, it is immaterial where the 
source of the saturating ?eld is placed relative to the 
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core as long at the ?eld saturates at least a portion of 
the core. 
The polarity of the individual windings associated with 

a magnetic core is indicated by the dot adjacent one end 
of the core. It is assumed that current applied to the 
end of the winding adjacent the dot and in the direction 
towards the dot, produces a MMF which drives the ma 
terial of the core towards the positive remanent state. 
With respect to the sense or output Winding of the core, 
it is assumed that when the core is driven from the neg 
ative remanent state towards the positive remanent state, 
a voltage is induced in the sense winding having a polarity 
which is positive at the end of the winding adjacent 
the dot. 

In order to facilitate the description of the operation 
of the switching device of FIG. 1A, assume ?rst that the 
magnet 16 is completely withdrawn from hole 18. Under 
this condition, the saturating ?eld is not present in the 
core material. A bias current Idc is applied to the bias 
winding 13 of FIG. 1A in the direction indicated by the 
arrow on the winding. The MMF produced by the bias 
current drives the core material into saturation as indi 
cated by point 23 of FIG. 2. While the bias current may 
be continuously applied to the bias winding it is only 
necessary that the current be applied thereto during any 
time intervals in which an input pulse may be applied 
to input winding 11. 
The application of an input current pulse in the direc 

tion shown by the arrow on winding 11 of FIG. 1A, pro 
duces a MMF in a direction opposite to the direction of 
the bias MMF. The MMF produced by the input pulse 
current overcomes the bias MMF and drives the core 
material to the opposite state of saturation as indicated 
by point 25 of FIG. 2. The switching of the core from 
point 23 of FIG. 2 to point 25 induces an output voltage 
signal in the output winding 12 of FIG. 1A. Upon the 
cessation of the input signal, the core material is driven 
back to point 23 by the bias MMF of FIG. 2 thereby 
inducing an output signal of opposite polarity (with re 
spect to the ?rst output signal) in output winding 12. 
The polarity of the output signal utilized normally de 
pends on the auxiliary circuitry which is connected to 
the output winding. 
Thus it is seen that the core is normally biased in a 

?rst state of saturation. When the magnet 16 is not 
adjacent to the core, the application of an input signal 
to the core switches the core to the opposite saturation 
state. After the termination of the input signal, the core is 
switched back to the ?rst state of saturation by the bias 
MMF. An output signal is produced when the core is 
switched from one state to the opposite state of satura 
tion. 
Now assume that the permanent magnet 16 of FIG. 1A 

is inserted in hole 18 and thus is maintained adjacent 
to the core at point 20. As stated hereinabove, the magnet 
16 produces a ?eld 21 which saturates the core. The 
magnitude of the saturating ?eld 21 is many times greater 
than the ?eld produced by either an input current or the 
bias current so that the effect of the saturating ?eld is to 
substantially eliminate magnetic coupling due to core 
material between the input and output windings on the 
core. The saturating ?eld produced by magnet 16 su?’r 
ciently saturates the magnetic core so that the MMF pro 
duced by the input current is insufficient to switch the 
core in the manner indicated hereinbefore. Since the input 
current does not produce a MMF sufficient to switch 
the core, an output signal will not be induced in the out 
put winding 12. 
Thus it is now evident that when the permanent mag 

net 16 is placed in hole 18, the core cannot be switched 
by the MMF produced by the input current and thus an 
output signal is not induced in the output winding. Con~ 
versely, when the magnet 16 is removed from the hole 
18, the core is switched in response to an input current 
and each switching of the core produces an output signal. 
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While the graph of FIG. 2 illustrates a hysteresis curve 

having considerable area within the loop, it is to be under 
stood that the invention may be constructed from mag 
netic material having practically no area within the loop, 
as for example in the case of various commercially 
available grades of transformer iron. 
With respect to the circuit of FIG. 1A, it was stated 

herinabove that the core is normally biased in one di 
rection (see point 23 of FIG. 2). However, the require 
ment of the bias MMF can be eliminated by employing 
pulses which constitute bursts of alternating current, as 
for example, pulses of radio frequency energy. In this 
case, the core acts as a transformer only when the sat 
urating ?eld is removed from the vicinity of the core. 

Referring to FIG. 3, a switching matrix embodying 
the principle of the invention is illustrated. The matrix 
includes a plurality of cores arranged in columns and 
rows wherein the input windings of each row of cores 
are commonly connected and the output windings of 
each column of cores are commonly connected. 

In FIG. 3, the input windings 11 of each of the cores 
31-34 of the ?rst row are connected in series between 
ground 70 and input terminal 71. Similarly, the input 
windings of cores 41-44 of the second row are con 
nected in series between ground and input terminal 72; 
the input windings of cores 51-54 of the third row are 
serially connected between input terminal 73 and ground; 
and, the input windings of cores 61-64 of the fourth row 
are serially connected between the input terminal 74 
and ground. 
The output windings 12 of each of the cores 31, 41, 51 

and 61 of the left-hand column are connected in series 
between ground 70 and output terminal 81. In a similar 
manner, output windings of the cores of each of the re 
maining columns are serially connected between ground 
and the output terminals 82, 83 and 84 which correspond 
to the respective columns. The bias windings 13 of all 
of the cores of the matrix are connected in series between 
terminal 90 and ground. The bias current Idc is applied 
to terminal 90 in the direction indicated by the arrow 
adjacent thereto. 
Each of the magnetic cores of FIG. 3 is provided with 

a magnet similar to magnet 16 associated with core 31. 
As explained hereinbefore, each of these magnets may 
be placed adjacent a core or may be removed from the 
vicinity thereof. It was also explained hereinbefore that 
mechanical structure for positioning the magnets adja 
cent the cores must be provided. For example, the cores 
can be mounted adjacent a ?at sheetlike board having a 
hole similar to hole 18 adjacent each of the cores. A hole 
18 is provided for each core so as to accommodate the 
individual magnets. Other methods of mounting the mag 
nets may be employed by one skilled in the art without 
departing from the scope of the invention. 

Brie?y, circuitry supplying one or more input signals 
are connected to the input terminals 71-74. Auxiliary 
circuitry which perform functions in response to output 
signals is connected to the output terminals 81-84. By 
operating the device of FIG. 3 in the manner described 
hereinbelow, input signals applied to one or more of the 
input terminals 71-74 may be transmitted to one or more 
of the output terminals 81-84. 
Assume for example, that an input signal represented 

by current I3 is applied to input terminal 73 and it is 
desired that output signals be manifested at output ter 
minals 81 and 83. Accordingly, the permanent magnets, 
similar to magnet 16, associated with cores 51 and 53 
are each removed from the vicinity of these cores. Upon 
the application of the input current pulse Is to terminal 
73, cores 51 and 53 are each switched to the opposite 
state of saturation. Hence, output signals are induced 
in each of the output windings 12 of cores 51 and 53. 
These output signals are manifested at terminals 81 and 
83. Since the permanent magnets associated with cores 
52 and 54 of the third row are shown adjacent these 
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cores, the input current pulse I3 does not switch the cores 
52 and 54. Thus output signals are not manifested at 
output terminals 82 and 8-4 as a result of the input cur 
rent pulse I3. 

While the operation of the switching matrix of FIG. 3 
is described assuming that the magnets associated with 
cores 51 and 53 have been removed, it is evident that by 
selectively removing or inserting other magnets asso 
ciated with predetermined cores, one or more input cur 
rent pulses can be transmitted through the switching 
matrix to predetermined output terminals. In this man 
ner, a magnetic plugboard which functions similarly to 
the well~known wired type of plugboards employing in 
dividual plug wires is provided which is compatible with 
other magnetic core circuits. The switching matrix of 
FIG. 3 is compatible with other core circuits in that 
the input and output impedances are similar to those 
encountered in core and transistor circuits and are not 
affected by such di?’iculties as poor contacts and open 
circuited plug wires. Additionally, the switching matrix 
can be driven directly by logical circuits employing mag 
netic cores. 

While there have been shown and described and pointed 
out the fundamental novel features of the invention as 
applied to a preferred embodiment, it will be understood 
that various omissions and substitutions and changes in 
the form and details of the device illustrated and in its 
operation may be made by those skilled in the art, with 
out departing from the spirit of the invention. It is the 
intention, therefore, to be limited only as indicated by 
the scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In combination with a switching matrix of a type 

comprising, a plurality of magnetic core members ar 
ranged in columns and rows each said members made of 
magnetic material exhibiting opposite stable states of 
flux remanence and having input output winding means 
coupled thereto, an input terminal for each said row 
connected to the input winding means of each said ele 
ment thereof for switching each element of each row 
from one stable state to another, and an output ter 
minal for each of said columns connected to the output 
winding means of each element thereof for manifesting 
an output signal in response to the switching of any ele 
ment of said column, and means comprising, a plurality 
of permanent bar magnets, and a support structure for 
said bar magnets having apertures therein, said structure 
located in close proximity to said core members and 
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supporting said bar magnets for selectively positioning 
one end of given ones of said bar magnets in close prox 
imity to a corresponding one of said members to apply 
a. transverse ?eld to the core members and inhibit the 
switching thereof from one magnet state to another. 

2. In combination with a switching matrix of a type 
comprising, a plurality of magnetic core members ar 
ranged in columns and rows each said members made of 
magnetic material exhibiting opposite stable states of ?ux 
remanence and having input, output and bias winding 
means coupled thereto, said bias winding means of each 
member capable of establishing each said element in a 
?rst stable magnetic state, an input terminal for each 
said row connected to the input winding means of each 
said member thereof for switching the states of each 
member of each row, and an output terminal for each 
of said columns connected to the output winding means 
of each member thereof for manifesting an output sig 
nal in response to the switching of any member of said 
column, and means comprising, a plurality of permanent 
bar magnets, a support structure for said bar magnets 
having apertures therein, said structure located in close 
proximity to said core members and supporting said bar 
magnets for selectively positioning one end of given 
ones of said bar magnets in close proximity to a corre 
sponding one of said members to apply a transverse ?eld 
to the members and inhibit the switching thereof from 
one magnetic state to another. 
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